
 

 

 

 

2506820 - Magnum Optimum Lid  2508100 - MO 1208 Optiframe (set  
1210x810x73 complete) 
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Internal 

(LxWxH): 1142 mm 

x 742 mm x 785 

mm 

Weight: 48.571 kg 

Volume: 665 L 

Max. Individual 

Load capacity: 750 

kg 

Max.Static load on 

bottom container 

in a  

stack: 3200 kg 

Max. Dynamic load 

on bottom 

container in a  

stack: 1600 kg 

Max. Racking 

load:: 750 kg 

Folding Ratio 

(%): 69 % 

Folding Height: 265 

mm 

Base type: solid 

base with drainage 

holes 

Wall type: solid , 

solid 

Number of Skids: 2 



 

Number of Feet: 2 

Long Side Door, 

Short Side 

Door: Yes , Yes 

Handles short 

side: Open 

Drainage holes: 20 

Lid available: Drop 

on 2506820 

RFID option: Yes 

Material: POM PP 

PE (Label Holder) 

Temperature 

range: -20 °C to 40 

°C 

Standard 

Colour: 502 Grey 

RAL 7040 

Is UN Certified: No 

Packaging 
 

Units/Pallet (pc): 9 

Pallet size: 1200 mm x 800 mm 
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 Pallet Height: 2415 mm 



 

Feature and Benefits 
 

- Easy to use - Proven track record, easy to handle 

- Foldable design - Cost saving when empty. Optimizing vehicle fill return transports. 

- smooth design - easy to clean, less dirt traps 

- Versatile - Available in multiple heights. 

- drop doors Magnum - Optional available with 4 drop doors ensuring an ergonomical emptying of the box. 

- Customisation - customer logo optionally available 

- 100% plastic - No metal parts making unit resistant to corrosion. 

- bayonet technology - easy repair runners 

- Optiframe - feature adding 105mm to a box allowing boxes to stay foldable when dunnage is inside 

- Unique hinge system - the unique hinge system makes it easy to fold boxes non sequentially 

- ID plates - the Optimum ID plates help customers customise and handle their assets 

- Label holder - optinally available with labelholders; 

- strap locations - securing loads thanks to strap locations and pins in the base angles. 

- Locking devices - Handling efficiency operators folding boxes 

- Non sequential folding - ease of use, allowing to fold box within 5 seconds. 

- CO2 reduction - Magnum Optimum ensures optimised payload in road transportation. Reducing reverse logistics costs and lowering C02 Outstanding performance 

impact thanks to the best folding ratio on the market. 

- SmartLink ready - Features locations for RFiD and IoT beacons to ensure efficient track & tracing. 
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